
THIS ONLINE COURSE IS FREE
AND OPEN TO EVERYONE

Start Date: 16 APRIL 2021
Participants will receive a certificate indicating
3-6 ECTS credits upon successful completion of the
course.

The goal of the course is to inform the
participants about the interaction between
structural racism and coloniality in contrasting
spatial settings. Participants will explore this
relationship to discuss alternative paths of
politics that challenge contemporary forms and
representations of coloniality.

It has been more than half a century since the
last vestiges of formal empires were dismantled
in the postwar context yet the notion of
coloniality continues to frame our understanding
of power across the world. “Racism, Coloniality
and Space” opens up a platform for intellectual
engagement to explore the stubborn
relationship of racism as a spatial configuration
of coloniality of power in different spatial
settings.

In this course, we tackle this relationship with a
focus on three themes. First, we discuss how
European colonialism still shapes our
cartographic perspective of power relations in
the world in the Global South and transnational
diasporas. Second, we turn tothe ghettoandel
barrioas both colonial and futuristic spaces of
African American and Latin communities in the
United States and discuss how racism and
coloniality meet in urban spaces of the Global
North. Third, we move to the Middle East as the
ultimate Other of theWest with a discussion on
racism against Kurds in Turkey and Turkish cities.

This seminar is co-sponsored and funded
by The New University in Exile Consortium
with Bremen University, Department of
Anthropology and Cultural Research,
The Institute of Political Science,
and Off-University.

SIGN UP HERE

Dr. Utku Balaban’s research focuses on
urban politics, industrial relations, and
social policy.

Dr. Güllistan Yarkın's research areas
include racism, anti-racism, colonialism,
social movements, urban studies and
Turkish-Kurdish relations.
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https://coworkingsquares.de/de-DE/Login/CustomLogin/Register?referenceCode=bf56810b-aeee-495f-9804-e9c9ba2b4ac0



